
CASE STUDY

How a Beach Resort Implemented 
Auto Case Management to 

Drive Service Excellence

The client
Forte Village is a Sardinian beach resort 
where nature, fine dining, sport and 
wellness merge to create an unforgettable 
holiday experience. Comprised of hotels, 
suites and villas, this award-winning resort 
o�ers guests exclusive facilities including 
spas, restaurants, bars, nightlife and 
shopping. Clients since 2014, 8 hotel 
properties within the resort have been 
using ReviewPro’s Online Reputation 
Management and Guest Satisfaction 
Surveys solutions to enhance the overall 
experience. 
 

Challenges
Forte Village’s main objective was to 
improve guest satisfaction scores in their 
post-stay surveys by implementing 
improvements e�ectively based on guest 
feedback analytics. A key concern was the 
ability to resolve any issues identified via 
in-stay surveys or face-to-face discussions 
with guests before they check out. The 
resort was looking for an e�cient way for 
sta� not only to be alerted instantly about 
problems but also to manage the follow-up 
process.

Solution
In 2017, the group decided to implement 
ReviewPro’s Auto Case Management 
(ACM), enabling the resort to automatically 
create cases and direct guest issues to the 
relevant sta� member or department. 
ReviewPro’s ACM is fully integrated with 
ORM and GSS (post-stay & in-stay) and 
improves processes to ensure the timely 
resolution of issues that could negatively 
impact guests’ stays.  
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UPGRADE THE GUEST EXPERIENCE



ReviewPro has supported us 

throughout every step of the 

implementation process of the Auto 

Case Management. The team worked 

closely with us to ensure processes 

were functioning just as we wanted 

them to within our organization. For 

us, one of the most important features 

of the Auto Case Management tool is 

the ability to customize it.”

“

Bruno Saragat
CRM Manager & Revenue Analyst 
Forte Village
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Forte Village

This feature allows managers to create 
rules to automatically assign cases to 
individual sta� members, departments or 
workgroups based on specific guest 
feedback from online reviews or surveys. 
Examples of rules used at the resort: 

• When a guest says they are not satisfied 
with the restaurant within the in-stay 
survey, a case is automatically assigned to 
a specific workgroup including the F&B 
Manager and Hotel Manager. 

• Each issue is linked to a specific 
workgroup. If no action has been taken 
after 24 hours, the case will be escalated 
to the Resident Manager who is in charge 
of all properties. 

Automation Rules 
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Implementation process
Assisted by the ReviewPro team, Forte 
Village followed a series of steps to roll 
out ACM successfully across the 8 hotel 
properties:

Defined workflows to ensure that each 
issue was matched with the best person, 
or people, to deal with it.

Created workgroups comprised of only 
those sta� members who should receive 
the information.

Added roles for each user of the tool so 
issues could be assigned within 
departments or workgroups.

Configured “case settings” so that users 
were not overloaded with data while 
ensuring all relevant steps of the process 
were included to be able to understand 
the details of each issue.

Created automation rules to assign cases 
to the relevant workgroup for each hotel 
about any guest issues requiring action. 

Added an escalation option to send 
cases to management when users 
couldn’t resolve issues within the given 
time frame.

Set up “case notifications“ to fine tune 
the process so that each user could limit 
the number of alerts and notifications 
they received at once.



Streamline operations & drive 
service excellence

Ensure the timely resolution of issues 

that negatively impact guests’ stays 

and create remarkable experiences 

to exceed their expectations and 

drive positive reviews.

Auto Case Management
Results since using ACM 
• Streamlined internal processes

Assigned responsibilities within the 
correct departments to resolve issues 
more quickly and professionally. 53 
cases created and 43 cases successfully 
closed within the first month of 
implementing ACM.

• Higher engagement with guests
Reached out to a higher proportion of 
guests than before when they only 
contacted a sample of guests after they 
left the hotel.

• Increased sta� e�ciency
Added roles for each user of the tool so 
issues could be assigned within 
departments or workgroups.

• Encouraged service excellence
Reinforced the existing guest-centric 
culture at the resort and helped to 
focus sta� on the right priorities.

• Reduced negative online reviews
Resolved a higher number of issues 
before guests checked out helping to 
boost guest satisfaction and drive 
positive reviews.

• Reliable and simple to deploy.
• Non-invasive system thanks to the 

settings options available.
• Customizable to suit the resort’s 

organization.
• Possible to limit the number of alerts 

and notifications sent to each user. 
• Integrated with existing guest 

feedback tools (ORM & GSS).
• Instant access to all details related to 

each case. 

What Forte Village likes 
about the tool 

For more information visit: 

www.reviewpro.com

ReviewPro is the leading provider of 
guest experience improvement 
solutions for the hospitality industry 
worldwide. The company helps 
more that 30,000 hotels leverage 
online reputation and guest 
satisfaction survey analytics to 
enhance the guest experience and 
increase revenue.
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